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Introduction

“Key importance in teaching is attached not to the product 
that a pupil produces as a concrete skill or knowledge with 
concrete content, but to the development of pupil’s powers 

towards determined direction” – 
DIMITRI UZNADZE*



Scope of Research and Research 
Questions

 How are common (European) values 
taught in selected EU member states? 
Particularly, what is the practice of teach-
ing common values in Estonia, Finland, 
Poland, Germany and Slovenia? 

 What is the policy on teaching common 
(European) values in Georgia? How do of-
icial policy documents regulate this issue?

 What is the practice of teaching common 
(European) values in Georgia? What are 
the research indings in this regard?

 How can teaching common values be im-
proved in Georgia? What are relevant rec-
ommendations for stakeholders?



Methodology

Structure of the Study



Common (European) Values



 
“Union is founded on the values of respect for hu-
man dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the 
rule of law and respect for human rights of per-
sons belonging to minorities. These values are 
common to all EU Member States seeking to offer 
a society in which pluralism, non-discrimination, 
tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality of the 
genders prevail”



Democracy and Tolerance

Democracy

DEMOCRACY CONCEPTUALIZATION OF DEMOCRACY



Tolerance



TOLERANCE CONCEPTUALIZATION OF TOLERANCE



European Union Education 
Policy

Teaching Common (European) 
Values 

Teaching Common Values (TCV) 
in the European Union Member States



et al.

1. “Respect for others can be taught from an 
early age.

2. School policies that encourage ethnic mix-
ing create conditions for inter-ethnic co-
operation and foster tolerance. However, 
schools need to create the conditions for 
all children and school staff to develop 
their intercultural competence.

3. The way a school operates makes a differ-
ence. In particular, whole school approach-
es and schools with strong and dynamic 
ties to the local community have great po-
tential for promoting cohesion.

4. New effective methods for creating in-
clusive classrooms, such as project-based 
learning, cooperative learning, service 
learning and peer education, have been 
developed in recent years in most Europe-
an countries. These methods have demon-
strated their value in combating intoler-
ance”.

“Persons have experiences: they grow and 
learn. Out of experiences may come certain 
general guides to behaviour. These guides 
tend to give direction to life and may be called 
values. Our values show what we tend to do 
with our life and energy. A value is only pro-
duced by a person’s own behaviour and has 
a lot to do with the person’s own opinions. 
Having values affects a person’s behaviour. 
Developing your own values is both an indi-
vidual and a lifelong process which should be 
supported in the classroom” (pp. 1-2).
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Teaching Common (European) 
Values in the European Union





TEACHING DEMOCRACY



TEACHING TOLERANCE



Teaching Common Values   
in Estonia



Teaching Common Values   
in Poland



Teaching Common Values   
in Germany

Teaching Common Values   
in Finland



Teaching Common Values   
in Slovenia



Policy on Teaching Common (European) Values 
in Georgian Schools

Context and     
Policy Documents





The New School Model
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Georgian Schools after   
the Bologna Process



Skills and Values Defined by the 
National Curriculum 2018-2024

„Problem solving

»

»

Critical thinking

»

»

»

»

Creative thinking

»
»

»

»

»

Cooperation

»

»

»

»

Communication

»

»

»

»

Entrepreneurship, taking initiatives and 
realizing them

»

»

»

Orientation in time and space

»

»

Research

»



»

»

»

Learning to learn, independent work

»
»
»
»
»

Responsibility

»

»

“1. School should, via subject learning-teach-
ing, school projects, sport, art and club ac-
tivities (with engagement of pupils, teachers 
and parents), promote:
A) Establishment of mutual respect, toler-
ance and equality among pupils, parents 
and teachers regardless of their social, eth-
nical, linguistic belonging and worldviews;
B) Establishment of a creative and coopera-
tive environment for members of school so-
ciety;
C) Development of citizenship responsibility 
and civic engagement of pupils;
E) Establishment of positive attitude and 
tolerance towards cultural diversity;
H) Teaching the ways of peaceful con lict 
resolution”.



Research Findings on Teaching Common (European) 
Values in Georgian Schools

Methodology



Key Research Findings

Perception of European Values 
by Pupils

Democracy





Tolerance





National, Social and Cultural Identity



The role of school in the process    
of value formation



who how



RECOMMENDATION 1: 
RAISE AWARENESS 

ON DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS

RECOMMENDATION 2: 
PROMOTE TOLERANCE 

AND EQUALITY

Recommendations



RECOMMENDATION 3: 
RAISE AWARENESS ON NATIONAL 

AND CULTURAL IDENTITY

RECOMMENDATION 4: 
AMEND TEXTBOOKS AND TEACHING 

METHODOLOGY



RECOMMENDATION 5: 
STRENGTHEN SYNERGY AMONG 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS, PARENTS 
AND CIVIL SOCIETY



RECOMMENDATION 6: 
FURTHER DEVELOP SCHOOL CULTURE

RECOMMENDATION 7: 
REFORM THE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM



Conclusion 
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